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Abstra t
The study of systems of ommuni ation may be divided into three parts: syntax,
semanti s and pragmati s. A ounts of the embedding of text-based languages in the
omputational pro esses of reasoners and ommuni ators are relatively well developed;
with a ounts available for a spe trum of languages whi h ranges from the highly formalised and onstrained, su h as formal logi s, to the highly informal and un onstrained
natural languages used in everyday onversations. Analogies between diagrams and su h
textual representations of information are quite revealing about both similarities and differen es and an provide a useful starting point for exploring the issues in a theory of
diagrammati ommuni ation.
This paper sket hes out a theory of diagrammati ommuni ation, based upon reent studies of the synta ti , semanti and pragmati omponent issues whi h su h a
theory must a ommodate. In the ontext of this theory an exploration is made of the
issues involved in answering the question: what makes for an e e tive diagrammati
representation? To a hieve this we review a framework in whi h we may explore properties of representations, and properties of the relation between representations and that
whi h they represent. By relating this framework to our sket hed theory of diagrammati ommuni ation, we explore the on ept of e e tiveness in diagrams. This pro ess
of exploration enables us to relate previous studies of the e e tiveness of diagrams into a
broader, uni ed framework, whi h lari es both the various issues relating to e e tiveness
and the relations between them.

Theories of diagrammati reasoning have be ome more prevalent over the past few years.
A olle tion of both seminal and ontemporary papers on diagrammati reasoning, from ognitive and omputational perspe tives, is found in Glasgow et al [6℄. An ex ellent overview of
the di erent approa hes, histori al and re ent, to this eld of resear h is found in Narayan [19℄.
This paper investigates the issues on erned in determining what makes for e e tive diagrammati ommuni ation. As yet there does not exist the fully edged foundation to a
theory of diagrammati ommuni ation whi h su h an investigation requires. In Gurr et
al [11℄ a areful examination of analogies between the sentential and the graphi al ases is
shown to be quite revealing about both similarities and di eren es. Rehearsing some of these
analogies provides a de omposition of subproblems for analysing visual representations and
diagrammati reasoning. This de omposition permits us to identify the fundamental issues relating to the e e tiveness of visual and diagrammati representations for ommuni ation and
reasoning tasks. A parti ular on ern of this paper is the importan e of a ounting for pragmati issues within a theory of diagrammati ommuni ation. Most previous formal a ounts
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of diagrams have generally ignored ognitive issues on erning human rea tion to representations, fo using rather on providing idealised formal semanti s for parti ular notations. To
understand what makes diagrams e e tive, we must onsider rather their interpretation by
a human, and in this ontext we see the study of pragmati s as attempting to bridge the gap
between formal semanti s and this `real' semanti s of diagrams.
The layout of this paper is as follows. Se tion 1 provides the ontext, both terminologi al
and philosophi al, for the subsequent se tions. It presents a dis ussion of the pla e of diagrams
in the lands ape of \visual languages" and reviews the previous studies of Gurr et al [10, 11℄.
It on ludes by examining an argument whi h is entral to this paper: that a signi ant
determiner of the e e tiveness of a representation is how well it is mat hed to both what it
represents and the task for whi h it is intended. Se tion 2 reviews the omponent issues in
a theory of diagrams: synta ti and semanti , as introdu ed in [10, 11℄, and also pragmati .
Se tion 3 presents a framework for examining the orresponden e between representations and
that whi h they represent. We dis uss, with examples, how synta ti , semanti and pragmati
onstraints assist in assuring a ` lose mat h' between representation and represented. Finally,
the on lusion reviews the ontribution of this paper towards a theory of diagrams and of
e e tiveness in diagrams, and dis usses what is required to omplete su h a theory.

1 Theories of \visual" languages
The majority of theories of diagrams fall into two broad ategories. The rst are motivated
by the desire to provide a justi ation for diagrammati reasoning in formal proofs. Su h
theories are primarily on erned with providing an a ount of the orresponden e between
diagrams and some formal semanti s for them, demonstrating su h properties as soundness
and ompleteness. The se ond ategory of theories are on erned with explaining the impa t upon human ognition of graphi al representations; seeking to explain what advantages
diagrammati representations hold for the reasoner over other forms of representation.
Theories of the rst kind (for example, [18, 26, 27℄ and the olle tion in [1℄), in ommon
with the formal semanti studies of natural language from whi h they derive their methods,
generally ignore issues on erning the ognitive omplexity of inferen e, and indeed leave out
any onsideration of the inferential me hanisms that operate over the senten es or diagrams of
the languages whose semanti s is being spe i ed. Theories of the se ond kind (for example, [3,
12, 22, 32℄) generally la k a fully spe i ed formalism and semanti s on whi h they ould
base a omputational a ount of how the system of representations is embedded in a user's
performan e of some task.
An attempt, not to laim any omplete theory of diagrams, but rather to sket h a larger
stru ture whi h a ounts for the pro esses of using diagrams in reasoning or ommuni ation,
and to larify the relations between its omponent problems, is given in [11℄ based upon a
framework introdu ed in [10℄. This is a hieved through examination of the analogies (and disanalogies) between diagrammati languages and, more lassi al, textual languages (ranging
in omplexity from simple algebras, lassi al logi s, more esoteri logi s and ultimately to fullblown natural languages). In this paper we both review and extend this previous sket h, so
that we may dis uss e e tiveness in the ontext of a theory of diagrammati ommuni ation
whi h is subdivided into synta ti , semanti and pragmati omponents.
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Figure 1: The disk subsystem of a omputer
1.1

When is a visual representation a diagram?

A signi ant motivation for the examination of [10, 11℄ was the belief that there are fundamental di eren es between ertain aspe ts of diagrammati and of textual representations.
It was, and is, believed by the authors of [11℄ that before traditional theories of ommuniation and reasoning, whi h are based on textual languages, ould be onvin ingly applied
to diagrammati representations, they needed to be re-examined in the light of these di eren es. Before reviewing the results of this examination, we must larify what we mean by
diagrammati and textual aspe ts of representations, and in what sense they di er.
For the sake of argument, a representation may be onsidered to be a olle tion of obje ts
and some relations between these obje ts. The type (visual or otherwise) of a parti ular
representation, and more generally of a language, is determined by the hara teristi s of the
\symbols" used to express these obje ts and relations. Note that throughout this dis ussion
the term symbol is used in a very broad sense, as it applies to the means of expressing both
obje ts and relations in a representation. Thus diagrammati means of expressing relations {
in luding the use of morphologi al, geometri , spatial, topologi al or other su h visual features
{ are also onsidered visual \symbols" here. Consider, for example, the diagram of Figure 1
(taken from Marks and Reiter's appli ation of linguisti theories of pragmati s to \graphi al
representations" [16℄) whi h represents a omputer's disk subsystem. Here obje ts (whether
physi al or on eptual) su h as servers or system input/output, are expressed with visual
symbols { ir les and boxes respe tively. The diagram also expresses relations and properties
of obje ts ( onsidered as unary relations) via visual symbols. On the understanding, that is,
that not only are features su h as the arrows whi h onne t obje ts onsidered as symbols,
but so also are features su h as the use of spatial in lusion within a box drawn with a dotted
line (denoting membership of a subsystem).
Consider a textual representation, for example a propositional logi senten e su h as
\p ^ (:q _ r)". This, if we are to be pre ise, is also an example of a visual representation.
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Figure 3: Syntax tree for the senten e p ^ (:q _ r)
After all, the symbols in this senten e are expressed to the reader's visual sense (as ink marks
on a page), not to their senses of tou h or hearing, as would be the ase with braille or spee h
for example. There is, however, a signi ant di eren e between ertain of the visual symbols
of Figure 1 and those of this propositional senten e. The di eren e is that ertain of the
symbols whi h express relations in Figure 1 exhibit intrinsi properties, and these properties
dire tly orrespond to properties in the represented domain.
The language of Euler's ir les, used to represent logi al syllogisms, gives a lassi example
of this dire t apture of semanti information in a visual symbol. In this language, sets are
represented by labelled ir les and set in lusion by spatial in lusion. For example, the Euler's
ir les in the diagram of Figure 2 illustrate the syllogism

i All A are B
ii All B are C
iii (therefore) All A are C
Here the transitive, irre exive and asymmetri relation of set in lusion is expressed via the
similarly transitive, irre exive and asymmetri visual of proper spatial in lusion in the plane.
In textual representations the relationships between symbols are ne essarily aptured in terms
of the on atenation relation, whi h must then be interpreted by some intermediary abstra t
syntax that aptures the relationship being represented. For example, the relationship between the propositions p and q in the senten e p ^ (:q _ r) is not aptured dire tly in this
senten e, but through an intermediary syntax su h as the tree of Figure 3.
Partitioning visual symbols into dire t and indire t ategories should not be interpreted
as suggesting that all visual representations, whether texts or diagrams, are either ex lusively dire t or indire t. Clearly `pure' visual languages, ontaining only dire t or indire t
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symbols, are possible. Examples of the latter would in lude sequen es of English senten es,
or onjun tions of algebrai or logi al formulae, in ompletely unformatted text (ignoring
line breaks). Su h examples, however, are merely extremes in a spe trum of representations
whi h employ both dire t and indire t symbols. It is between the extremes of this spe trum,
rather than at them, that most visual representations exist. Consider that most texts do
ontain some formatting, su h as page layout, di ering fonts or text size. The majority of
su h means for formatting texts may be seen as a utilisation of dire tness. Similarly, very
few { if any { diagrammati languages are wholly dependent upon dire t symbols. In the
diagram of Figure 1, for example, while some symbols (notably spatial in lusion) are dire tly
interpreted, the hoi e of ir les to represent servers arries no dire t semanti information.
A triangle, o tagon or almost any other shape would do just as well to represent servers, were
we simply to hange the diagram's legend.
Traditional theories of ommuni ation and reasoning in textual languages are, naturally,
primarily on erned with representations whi h employ indire t symbols. In [10, 11℄ the
foundations of su h theories were re-examined in the light of representations in whi h dire t
symbols are employed. The results of this examination are reviewed next. In seeking a
fuller understanding of dire t aspe ts of diagrams, of what it is that is pe uliar or unique to
them, this paper and the earlier studies that are summarised next seek to a hieve a fuller
understanding of general diagrams, ontaining both dire t and indire t aspe ts.
1.2

Graphi al versus sentential representations

To simplify dis ussion, the remainder of this paper follows the terminology of [10, 11℄ and
uses the word \graphi al" when referring to symbols, representations and languages in whi h
dire tness is a primary fa tor. The term \sentential" is used when referring to symbols,
representations and languages whi h employ mainly indire t features. To repeat, this is not
to suggest that this division re e ts any a tual division of lasses of visual language in reality.
The terms are used simply to larify whether dire t or indire t features of representations
are under dis ussion. In pra ti e, most representations { and ertainly most diagrams {
will display examples of both. In [10, 11℄ three major signi ant di eren es in the various
omponents of graphi al (versus sentential) systems were explored: the dire tness of diagrams;
reasoning in diagrams versus reasoning in texts; and onstraints over interpretation.

1.2.1 Dire tness in diagrams
Certain diagrammati notations and relations may be dire tly semanti ally interpreted. This
dire tness may be exploited by the semanti s of diagrams in a systemati way. Su h `systemati ity' is not ex lusively the preserve of diagrammati representations, but { with their
potential for dire t interpretation { diagrams have a head start over sentential representations
in the systemati ity stakes. This aspe t of graphi al representations is explored more fully
in Se tion 2.

1.2.2 Diagrammati reasoning
The se ond major issue whi h di erentiates diagrammati from sentential systems relates
to theorem provers and reasoning { the dual pro esses of onstru ting and re ognising a
on lusion are quite di erent in the diagrammati and textual ases. In diagrams, the theorem
prover is not so easily separated from the `proof theory'. In fa t, the onstru tion pro ess (the
ombination of two or more diagrams to produ e a ` on lusion' diagram) varies substantially
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between di ering graphi al systems. In sentential systems, by ontrast, there is far more
uniformity in the pro ess of onstru ting inferen es. This issue has major impli ations for
our exploration of e e tiveness in diagrams. We expand upon this issue, and examine its
impli ations, in Se tion 1.3.

1.2.3 Constraints over interpretation
The nal major di eren e between graphi al and sentential systems, explored in [10, 11℄,
on erns the means by whi h onstraints over interpretation determine the e e tiveness of
a representation system for the human reader/reasoner. The suitability, learnability and
usability of diagrammati representations (and hen e e e tiveness) are profoundly in uen ed
by issues of human rea tion to representations. It is the onstraints over interpretation whi h
determine the suitability of a parti ular representation for a task of reasoning. For diagrams
these onstraints fall into three ategories: their origin ; their point of operation ; and their
availability to the reader.
More spe i ally, of these three dimensions the rst on erns their origins: whether the
onstraints are intrinsi to the interpretation of the medium, or alternatively of onventional,
external origin. The se ond dimension of onstraints on erns their `point of operation'. That
is, whether onstraints apply to, and aid reasoning, over individual representations within a
system of representation; or whether they apply to and aid reasoning about the representational system as a whole. The nal dimension of onstraints on erns their availability to
the human who reasons with the system. We return to these dimensions of onstraints in
Se tion 3, where we explore their e e t on the means of assuring that a representation is
orre tly mat hed to the task for whi h it is intended.
1.3

The intera tion between representation and task

A primary argument put forward to justify the laim of diagrammati representation systems
being more e e tive than textual ones is that ertain inferen es are somehow more immediate,
or even are automati , in diagrams. In su h representational systems on lusions appear
\for free", as ompared with textual systems where a logi al inferen e must be made to
produ e the on lusion. For example, inferring from the information all A are B; all B are
C the on lusion All A are C is arguably a more straightforward inferen e in the dire t
representation system of Figure 2 (Euler's ir les) than in the textual ase. It an be argued
that this is due to the fa t that onstru tion of diagram 2(ii) automati ally in ludes the
representation of the on lusion All A are C, and thus the information appears for free.
This argument is given a formal a ount by Shimojima [25℄, where apparent inferen es
su h as that of Figure 2(ii) are termed inferential \free-rides". A free ride is de ned as a
form of side e e t of the manipulation of a diagram. Where a sequen e of valid operations
is performed whi h ause some onsequen e to be ome manifest in a diagram, where that
onsequen e was not expli itly insisted upon by the operations, a free ride o urs. For the
syllogism illustrated by the Euler's ir les of Figure 2 for example, the free ride manifests
itself when we onstru t Figure 2(ii). Figure 2(i) is drawn a ording to the premise all A
are B, with the ir le A inside the ir le B. From the premise all B are C we next draw
the ir le C so as to ompletely surround the ir le B (Figure 2(ii)). We observe that the
ir le C ompletely surrounds A, and thus on lude that All A are C. Note, however, that
none of the instru tions for onstru ting Euler's ir les whi h aused us to draw Figure 2(ii)
expli itly insists that we should draw ir le C so as to surround ir le A. This is a semanti ally
meaningful (and orre t) fa t whi h was entailed for \free" by virtue of the onstru tion rules
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applied to the premises. This then, is a free ride. However, this issue is more omplex than
it may appear at rst glan e.
Consider the Venn diagram of Figure 4, whi h represents the earlier syllogism of Figure 2
(all A are B; all B are C therefore All A are C ). In this diagram pre isely the same graphi al
relation (proper spatial in lusion) is used to represent the same logi al relation of set in lusion.
In the same manner as for Figure 2(ii), onstru tion of the nal Venn diagram of Figure 4(iii)
automati ally in ludes the representation of the on lusion All A are C. However, it would
be disingenuous to laim that, for a human reasoner, there would be no di eren e whatsoever
between re ognising this on lusion in Figure 2(ii) and re ognising it in Figure 4(iii). In the
light of this example, it would seem more a urate to term su h o urren es \ heap rides"
rather than free rides; with the addendum that some rides are heaper than others.
We take the view that reasoning is a two stage pro ess1 : Firstly, the pro ess of onstru ting a new diagram whi h omposes premises typi ally results in a number of inferen es being
made, all of whi h are visible in the resulting diagram. Se ondly, the desired on lusion must
be re ognised in the resulting diagram. In diagrammati languages the diagram resulting
from an inferen e step typi ally ontains numerous logi al inferen es. For example, both the
diagrams of Figure 2(ii) and Figure 4(iii) ontain the required on lusion (that All A are
C ), but they also ontain a number of other potential on lusions. Re ognising the desired
on lusion is not automati and ease of re ognition an vary substantially between di ering
representational systems, as it does in this ase.
A signi ant issue here is the task for whi h the diagrammati notation is being used. In
the ase of solving syllogisms su h as the above, the task is a relatively simple one and the
Euler's ir le diagrams of Figure 2 are signi antly more e e tive than the Venn diagrams
of Figure 4. However, this is be ause the representation is well mat hed to the task. Venn
1

A tually, a \three stage pro ess" would be a more a urate statement, but we do not onsider here
the initial stage of sele ting a parti ular ombination of inferen e rules and premisses. Our argument here is
primarily on erned with the performan e of a reasoning step, rather than issues on erning reasoning strategy.
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diagrams are more subtle than Euler's ir les, being more sophisti ated than ne essary for this
parti ular task, but apable of bene ting reasoning in other, more omplex, tasks for whi h
Euler's ir les are insuÆ ient. A major point to note here is that, for a human reasoner,
what signi antly assists the reasoning pro ess is re ognising the inherent properties of a
parti ular system of representation. Properties must be re ognised for their bene ts to be
available. Furthermore, as the ndings of empiri al analyses of the e e t of representations
upon human reasoning have shown (su h as those of Stenning et al [28, 30℄), humans an
display substantial individual variation in their ability to re ognise, and thus exploit, the
bene ts of parti ular representations.
A brief summary of the argument taken in this paper, the onsequen es of whi h are
explored in Se tion 3, is that the e e tiveness of a representation is to a signi ant extent
determined by how losely the semanti s of the representation resembles that whi h it represents. One bene t that ertain diagrammati representations o er to support this is the
potential to dire tly apture pertinent aspe ts of the represented artifa t (whether this be a
on rete artifa t or some abstra t on ept). To larify this argument we must explain what
is meant here by `pertinent'.
By `pertinent' aspe ts of the represented artifa t, we refer to those aspe ts whi h are
relevant to parti ular reasoning tasks. We argue that reasoning is strongly in uen ed by the
stru ture of the representation within whi h one reasons. Where the stru ture of a representation mat hes the primary on epts over whi h one must reason, reasoning is made easier.
Conversely, having the `wrong' stru ture in a representation will interfere with reasoning,
making it more diÆ ult. This argument is supported by a number of empiri al studies of
users employing di erent representations for similar tasks. Notable among these are Stenning
and Yule's study [30℄ of the representations, in luding numerous diagrammati representations, used in solving logi al syllogisms. The study examined students errors in syllogisti
reasoning, and demonstrated that a syllogism's representation was a signi ant predi tor of
error. Similarly, a study by Zhang and Norman [32℄ examined the e e t of alternative representations employed in solving the Tower of Hanoi problem. The purpose of this study was to
assess the interplay between internal ( ognitive) and external (diagrammati , in these ases)
representations. An examination of the results reveals that students were most su essful
when using those external representations whi h most a urately re e ted the problem task,
and were less su essful when the representations were either in omplete (being too abstra t)
or unsupportive of basi reasoning tasks.
The next se tion explores issues in a sket hed theory of diagrams, omposed of synta ti ,
semanti and pragmati parts. Se tion 3 returns to the issue of mat hing representation to
task, presenting a framework for assessing the loseness of this mat h and onsidering means
for ensuring su h mat hing.

2 Syntax, semanti s and pragmati s in a theory of diagrams
A ording to Morris [17℄, the study of systems of ommuni ation an be divided into three
parts: syntax, semanti s and pragmati s. Syntax is devoted to `the formal relation of signs
to one another'; semanti s to `the relation of signs to the obje ts to whi h the signs are
appli able' and pragmati s to `the relation of signs to (human) interpreters'. 2 While the
notion of `signs' an be read very widely, most work in pragmati s has followed in the footsteps
of syntax and semanti s, and fo ussed on language use. This se tion examines synta ti ,
2

See Gazdar and Levinson [4, 15℄ for useful surveys of the various approa hes to the study of pragmati s
in text and dialogue.
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semanti and pragmati issues in a theory of diagrams. Firstly, however, it is ne essary to
onsider something even more fundamental than the syntax of diagrams: their vo abularies.
2.1

Diagrammati

vo abularies

For sentential languages the notions of vo abulary, syntax and semanti s are readily separable.
The synta ti rules whi h permit onstru tion of senten es may be ompletely independent
of the hosen vo abulary, and may be learly delineated from a de nition of semanti s. For
example, let P be a propositional logi whose vo abulary onsists of the propositions p and
q, and the symbols ^ and : representing \and" and \not" respe tively. The synta ti and
semanti rules for P tell us, respe tively, how to onstru t and interpret formulas using this
vo abulary. However, we may substitute the symbols fX, Y, &, ~g for fp, q, ^, :g throughout
P to produ e a logi whi h is e e tively equivalent to P. Alternatively, we ould retain the
vo abulary and syntax of P, while altering the semanti s to produ e a vastly di erent logi .
In diagrammati languages the on epts of vo abulary, syntax and semanti s do not
separate so learly. For example, a diagrammati vo abulary may in lude shapes su h as
ir les, squares, ar s and arrows, all of di ering sizes and olours. These obje ts often fall
naturally into a hierar hi al typing whi h will almost ertainly onstrain the syntax and,
furthermore, inform the semanti s of the system. Similarly, spatial representing relations,
su h as in lusion, are part of the vo abulary but learly onstrain the onstru tion of potential
diagrams and will likely be mapped to semanti relations with similar logi al properties.
A fundamental distin tion between sentential vo abularies and ommon diagrammati
vo abularies is the ategorial nature of the latter. Essentially, a naturally ordered type
hierar hy holds over many graphi al symbols { something that annot, to any signi ant
extent, be said of textual symbols. This hierar hy may be exploited by the semanti s of
9

symbols so as to re e t the depi ted domain. For example, Figure 5 shows a hierar hy of
graphi al symbols in whi h types are ordered from top to bottom, though not from right to
left. A situation whi h mapped these symbols to ities, su h as those of Figure 6, ould exploit
this type-stru ture, preserving the ordering of types in ea h domain a ross the mapping.
The advantage of this onstraint is obviously that anything whi h holds for ities should
hold for apital ities, and anything whi h holds for those should hold for London, say;
and the analogous generalisations apply on the graphi al side. Naturally there is no formal
requirement for diagrammati vo abularies to exhibit su h a type hierar hy, although we shall
see in the next se tion the dangers of failing to take a ount of a potential su h hierar hy.
This example demonstrates that, purely as a onsequen e of hoi e of symbols for a
diagrammati vo abulary, ertain inferen es from any given representation will arise, as it
were, \for free". Exploiting the ategorial nature of diagrammati vo abularies in this way

requires that the stru ture inherent in the diagrammati vo abulary is systemati ally mat hed
to a relevant stru ture in the semanti s. We subsequently refer to this systemati mapping
of stru ture in the representing domain (diagrammati language, in this ase) to semanti
stru tures as systemati ity. Su h systemati ity is also often evident in the syntax of diagrammati languages, where the dire tness of parti ular graphi al symbols is used to re e t
semanti aspe ts of the represented domain. This further systemati ity is explored next.
2.2

Syntax and semanti s

A striking feature of many e e tive diagrams, and a onsequen e of dire t interpretation, is
that the spatial relations between their tokens share logi al properties with the (not ne essarily spatial) relations between denoted obje ts in the target domain. The lassi example
of representational eÆ a y arising from this preservation of onstraints is the representation
of set in lusion (a transitive, irre exive, asymmetri relation) by proper spatial in lusion in
the plane, as in the Euler's ir les of Figure 2. Sin e proper in lusion is transitive, irre exive
and asymmetri , its eÆ a y in representing set in lusion is obvious.
This mat hing of properties between represented and representing (diagrammati ) relations is, again, an example of systemati ity. Noti e that what we have so far is ommon
to typi al dis ussions of the semanti s of diagrams whi h seek to in lude ognitive issues.
Indeed, a ount for the systemati ity prin iple may be seen as fundamental to approa hes
su h as Gurr [9℄, Wang and Lee [31℄, and also to dis ussions of analogi al reasoning, as in
Gentner [5℄. Systemati ity, in the sense of a stru turing of semanti s, is ertainly not exlusively the preserve of diagrammati languages. The distin tion is that, as diagrammati
vo abularies may possess a hierar hi al type stru ture and diagrammati relations may be
dire tly semanti ally interpreted, diagrams, thus, have a `head start' over sentential representations in the systemati ity stakes. However, a signi ant onsequen e of this is that the
systemati ity of diagrammati languages will vary from language to language.
The systemati ity prin iple is thus a step on the path to a hieving e e tive diagrammati
representations: where pra ti able utilise the type hierar hies of diagrammati vo abularies

and, through dire tness, exploit the intrinsi properties of graphi al representing relations to
apture semanti information. However, the potential of the systemati ity prin iple is not

without risks. Consider the diagram of Figure 7, a variant of the omputer disk subsystem
diagram of Figure 1 and likewise taken from Marks and Reiter's appli ation of pragmati
theories to diagrams. The vo abulary of this variant diagram uses instan es of the same
graphi al symbol (a ir le) to represent all types of nodes. The node symbols are ordered
by size. Following the systemati ity prin iple, this implies (in orre tly) that all nodes in the
represented network fall into a single on eptual ategory, in whi h they are similarly ordered.
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Figure 7: A variant of the disk subsystem diagram of Figure 1
Similarly, Wang and Lee [31℄ stress the importan e of attention to the intrinsi properties of
graphi al relations, su h as the transitivity (and asymmetry) of spatial in lusion: it may be
a sour e of trouble if a transitive relation is used to depi t one whi h is intransitive, or vi e
versa. In general it is not possible to map all relations exa tly, and in di erent ases di erent
properties are the important ones, so hard-and-fast rules are diÆ ult to devise.
Examples su h as the diagram of Figure 7 demonstrate that while exploiting vo abulary
and dire tness in diagrams an ontribute to e e tiveness, failing to onsider su h systemati ity an result in misleading representations. Note, however, that the diagram of Figure 7
ould not be shown to be misleading through purely semanti onsiderations. The semanti s,
after all, ontains no suggestion whatsoever of an ordering over the nodes of the network. It
is, rather, the unwanted { perhaps un ons ious { impli ation that the inherent ordering over
the graphi al symbols in the representation whi h arry this suggestion. Examples su h as
this are thus misleading for pragmati , rather than semanti reasons.
2.3

Pragmati s for diagrams

Theories of human ommuni ation developed initially for linguisti purposes, either for written text or spoken dialogues, may be applied to good e e t in the development of theories for
ommuni ation involving diagrams. Oberlander [20℄, for example, draws together the ndings from several in uential studies in graphi al ommuni ation to argue for parallels between
pragmati phenomena whi h o ur in natural language, and for whi h there are established
theories, and phenomena o urring in graphi al representations.
Over time, di ering pragmati traditions have emerged; both Gazdar [4℄ and Levinson [15℄
o er useful surveys of the varying s hools of thought. Notable among these, work in the
Gri ean tradition emphasises the view that ommuni ation takes pla e by virtue of a set of
assumptions about rational ooperation [7, 8℄ { people provisionally guess that other people
will a t in ooperative ways, and these guesses an be on rmed or upset as a onversation
unfolds. We examine here the appli ation of this to diagrammati ommuni ation.
A key Gri ean idea is that of impli ature : that a parti ipant in a dis ourse will both
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Figure 8: A se ond variant of Figure 1, also possessing unwanted impli atures
onstru t and re ognise utteran es as arrying intended implied information, and avoiding
unwanted impli ations. Consider two on rete examples (taken dire tly from [15℄) of what
Gri e takes to be impli ature, the dialogue in (1) and the alternative texts in (2):
1. (a) A: Can you tell me the time?
(b) B : Well, the milkman has ome.
2. (a) The lone ranger jumped on his horse and rode into the sunset.
(b) The lone ranger rode into the sunset and jumped on his horse.
(1a) has the impli ature that A would like B to tell her the urrent time. (1b) arries
the impli ature that B does not know the exa t time, but has some information whi h may
permit A to al ulate it. (2a)'s impli ature is that the jump happened rst, followed by the
riding. By ontrast, (2b)'s impli ature is that riding pre eded jumping. In both (1) and (2),
impli atures go beyond the literal truth onditional meaning. For instan e, all that matters
for the truth of a omplex senten e of the form P and Q is that both P and Q be true; the
order of mention of the omponents is irrelevant. An understanding of impli atures, thus,
helps to bridge the gap between truth onditions and `real' meaning.
Gri e's a ount is de eptively simple. His laim is that onversational parti ipants adhere
to a Cooperative Prin iple. This an be phrased as an injun tion: make your ontribution
su h as is required, at the stage at whi h it o urs, by the a epted purpose or dire tion of
the talk ex hange in whi h you are engaged. A more detailed exploration of this prin iple,
and guidan e that it suggests for typi al ommuni ation, is provided by [7℄.
Marks and Reiter [16℄ explore the possibility of applying the Gri ean theory of impli ature
to suggest a reasoned approa h to avoiding ambiguities or misleading information in graphi al
representations. For example, Figures 1, 7 and 8 are presented by Marks and Reiter and
display, respe tively, a network diagram of a omputer's disk subsystem (with no unwanted
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impli atures) and two further diagrams, ea h of whi h arries unwanted impli atures whi h
may be explained by failure to adhere to the ooperative prin iple. Figure 7, as dis ussed
previously, arries a misleading impli ature of ordering among the nodes in the diagram.
This is due to the inherent ordering of the graphi al symbols used to represent these nodes.
Figure 8 is misleading for at least four reasons. First, of the devi e queues in the upper
se tion of the diagram, the symbol for the se ond-from-right devi e queue has been laid out
irregularly. The unwanted impli ation is that this queue must be di erent to the others
somehow, as otherwise it would have been laid out at the same height. Se ondly, in the
lower se tion of the diagram the disk-symbols are grouped as two per eptual gestalts. Again
the unwanted impli ation is that this re e ts some grouping in the domain, as otherwise
they would have been pla ed regularly. The nal two di eren es whi h lead to unwanted
impli atures both o ur in the middle se tion of the diagram. First, the pen-width used
for the lower queue in the hannel fa ility di ers from pen-width for all other queues in the
diagram. Finally, a di erent font has been used for the hannel fa ility's text label, implying
that it must have di erent sub-system status.
Note that the diagram of Figure 8, just as that of Figure 1, faithfully portrays all the
features of the assumed network model. The problemati impli ations of the variant diagram
are not in fa t aused by it being in orre t, but rather by various aspe ts of it (unspe i ed
in the semanti s for the diagram) whi h are misleading. All of the above problems in the
variant diagram arise be ause there is a general expe tation of regularity. Any departures
from this are assumed to be meaningful, in a ordan e with the ooperative prin iple. The
problem with the diagrams of Figures 7 and 8 are that they ontain both irregularities where
the domain has none and also extra regularities not in the domain.
The examples of Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the potential dangers of failing to take pragmati aspe ts of diagrams into a ount. However, other resear h has shown that the eÆ a y
of diagrams for ommuni ating information an be in reased by a tively exploiting su h
aspe ts. Studies by Petre and Green [23℄ of engineers using CAD systems for designing omputer ir uits, demonstrated that the most signi ant di eren e between novi es and experts
is in the use of layout to apture domain information. In su h ir uit diagrams the layout
of omponents is not spe i ed as being semanti ally signi ant. Nevertheless, experien ed
designers exploit layout to arry important information by grouping together omponents
whi h are fun tionally related. By ontrast, ertain diagrams produ ed by novi es were onsidered poor be ause they either failed to use layout or, in parti ularly `awful' examples, were
espe ially onfusing through their mis-use of the ommon layout onventions adopted by the
experien ed engineers. These onventions, termed `se ondary notations' in [23℄, are shown
in [20℄ to orrespond dire tly with the graphi al pragmati s of [16℄.
More re ent studies, reported in [22℄, of the users of various other visual languages, notably
visual programming languages, have highlighted similar usage of graphi al pragmati s. A
major on lusion of this olle tion of studies is that the orre t use of pragmati features, su h

as layout in graph-based notations, is a signi ant ontributory fa tor to the e e tiveness of
these representations. The remainder of this paper explores the issues involved in determining
how and when the pragmati (and thus, the `real' semanti ) impli atures of a parti ular
diagrammati system are orre tly mat hed to the domain and task in question.

3 Mat hing representation to domain and task
We introdu e next a framework for examining the relation, in terms of mat hing of properties, between diagrams and that whi h they represent. With respe t to this framework we
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Figure 9: Diagram representing integer ordering.
explore the relationship between dire tness, systemati ity and the pragmati s of reasoning
in diagrammati representational systems, and how they ontribute to the e e tiveness of a
diagrammati system of representation. The framework arose from a study in Gurr [9℄ of
what it meant for a diagram to be an isomorphism of that whi h it represents. This se tion
rst reviews this framework, whi h typi ally operates at the level of the relation between
individual diagrams and what they represent. We shall see that the intrinsi systemati ity
of diagrams may often ontribute to isomorphism at this level. However, this bene t is only
partially arried over at the level of systems of representation. It is in ompensating for this
shortfall, we shall see, that pragmati onstraints over interpretations play a leading role.
3.1

The relation between representing and represented worlds

One lass of terminology whi h has been applied to diagrams is that they are homomorphisms
or isomorphisms of the world whi h they represent. These terms have pre ise meanings in
algebra, and imply the potential for variation in the strength of mat h between representation
and represented. We dis uss here a framework, rst introdu ed by Gurr in [9℄, whi h arises
from an examination of interpreting these terms more pre isely for diagrams.
To say a homomorphism exists between two things of the same kind is to say that they
possess the same stru ture. In mathemati s, to be pre ise, a homomorphism is a mapping
between the elements of two algebras A and B, su h that the stru ture of relations over
elements of A is preserved by the relations whi h hold over their orresponding elements
in B. Note, however, that if there exists a homomorphism from A to B, this does not
ne essarily imply that the two are identi al. It may be, for example, that there are elements
of B whi h are not mapped to by any element of A. Alternatively, it may be that there are
individual elements of B whi h are mapped to by more than one element of A. If there exists
a homomorphi mapping between algebras A and B and every element of B is mapped to by
a unique element of A then the two are, e e tively, identi al and are said to be isomorphi .
For example, onsider the diagram in Figure 9 (taken from [9℄) as a representation
of four integers (for example, 1{4) and their ordering, where integers are represented by
squares labelled with apital letters and the less-than relation is represented by the transitive losure of is-arrow- onne ted. Here we may use the algebras (f1; 2; 3; 4g; f<g) and
(fA; B; C; Dg; ftransitive losure of is-arrow- onne tedg) to des ribe the represented, and
representing (the diagram), worlds respe tively. One possible representational mapping between these worlds maps 1{4 to A{D, respe tively, and < to the transitive losure of is-arrowonne ted. Alternatively, the mapping may run in the opposite dire tion. It may be readily
seen that this mapping, in either dire tion, is isomorphi . Note however, as the subsequent
examples shall illustrate, that while this parti ular diagram is an isomorphism, the system of
representation it illustrates (integers represented by labelled squares; less-than represented
by the transitive losure of is-arrow- onne ted) is not isomorphi in all ases. This is an
important point, to whi h we shall return in Se tion 3.2.
Examining the onsequen es of varying degrees of strength of mat hing between properties
of relations in the represented and representing worlds amounts to an examination of the
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Figure 11: Unsound diagram.
orrelation between representing and represented worlds. In extreme ases this orrelation
may amount to an isomorphi mapping, yet there are numerous ways in whi h it may fail
to be an isomorphism. We do assert, however, that for most purposes non-homomorphi
representational systems are likely to be unreasonably intra table, as there would be no
guarantee of any onne tion between the representing and represented obje ts and relations.
Consequently, at the least we should assume that the orrelation be an homomorphism. [9℄
de nes four properties: lu idity, soundness, la oni ity and ompleteness whi h are all required
to hold for a homomorphi orrelation to be an isomorphism. We paraphrase the de nitions
of these properties here.

In the following examples of Figures 10{13 (adapted from [9℄) the world being represented is assumed to be identi al to that of Figure 9; that is, the algebra (f1; 2; 3; 4g; f<g).
Similarly, the squares labelled A{D, whenever they appear in these gures, are taken to represent the integers 1{4 respe tively.
De nition 1: A mapping from world to representation is inje tive i every obje t (respe tively, relation) in the representation represents at most one|although perhaps no|obje t
(respe tively, relation) in the represented world. We all su h representations lu id . A non-

N.B.

lu id representation is one in whi h some obje t or relation represents more than one obje t
or relation in the represented world. The diagram in Figure 10, if we assert that the square
labelled X represents both of the integers 2 and 3, is an example of an non-lu id diagram.

De nition 2: A mapping from world to representation is surje tive i every obje t (respe -

tively, relation) in the representation orresponds to at least one obje t (respe tively, relation)
in the represented world. We all su h representations sound . An unsound representation is
one in whi h some obje t or relation has no orresponden e with an obje t or relation in the
represented world. The diagram in Figure 11 is unsound, as the ar onne ting the squares
labelled D and A represents no orresponding relation in the obje t world.

De nition 3: A mapping from representation to world is inje tive i every obje t (respe tively, relation) in the represented world is represented by at most one|although perhaps
no|obje t (respe tively, relation) in the representation. We all su h representations la oni .
A non-la oni representation is one in whi h some obje t or relation in the represented world
is represented more than on e. The diagram of Figure 12, if we assert that the single integer
3 is represented by two squares labelled C 1 and C 2, is an example of a non-la oni diagram.
De nition 4: A mapping from representation to world is surje tive i every obje t (respe 15
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Figure 12: Non-la oni diagram.
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Figure 13: In omplete diagram.
tively, relation) in the represented world is represented by at least one obje t (respe tively,
relation) in the representation. We all su h representations omplete. An in omplete representation is one in whi h some obje t or relation in the represented world is not represented.
The diagram of Figure 13 is in omplete, as the relations between the integer represented by
the square labelled C and the other integers are not represented.
3.2

Enfor ing isomorphism of diagrams

Following the dis ussion of Se tion 1.3, we argue that the stronger the mat h between diagram
and represented world, the easier the diagram is to reason with and from. Easiest, in fa t,
if they are isomorphisms. Let us assume that the orrelation between a diagram and that
whi h it represents is an isomorphism. The impli ation of this for the human agent who
interprets the diagram is that their interpretation orrelates pre isely and uniquely with the
world being represented. By ontrast, where the orrelation is not an isomorphism then there
may potentially be a number of di erent target worlds whi h would mat h the interpretation.
A major issue whi h must be addressed by a uni ed theory of diagrammati reasoning is just
how this orrelation may be guaranteed to be an isomorphism. Note that to assess whether
a diagram or system of diagrams is an isomorphism, one must determine what it is that the
diagram or system is intended to be isomorphi to. Typi ally, this requires an understanding
not only of the domain whi h the diagram represents, but also of the task or purpose for
whi h the representation is to be put.
The remainder of this se tion examines the various means through whi h representations
may be onstrained or enhan ed so as to ensure lu idity, soundness, la oni ity and ompleteness. Two dimensions of onstraints on, or enhan ement to, interpretation are examined:
origin (whether intrinsi to the representation or external) and point of operation (whether
at the level of individual diagrams, or of a diagrammati system of representation).
In the previous se tions we have seen how diagrammati notations, being dire tly interpreted, have potentially more intrinsi properties than sentential ones. Diagrams, it has been
noted, have a head start over sentential representations in the systemati ity stakes. Su h intrinsi systemati ity is thus the initial means through whi h isomorphism may be a hieved in
diagrams. However, while this intrinsi systemati ity may often ontribute to isomorphism

at the level of individual diagrams, this bene t is only partially arried over at the level of
systems of representation. When intrinsi onstraints are insuÆ ient to enfor e isomorphism
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Figure 14: Non-lu id Graph: In the don't graph both relative and absolute values are
represented by area. In the do graph absolute values are (also) represented separately.
it is typi al, as we shall illustrate, for this de ien y to be ompensated for by external onstraints. Often it is pragmati assumptions on erning the `real' semanti s of a diagram whi h
onstrain or enhan e its interpretation as required. These pragmati onstraints, naturally,
typi ally operate at the level of systems of diagrammati representation.
3.3

Lu id diagrams

For a diagram to be non-lu id suggests that some single obje t or relation in it represents
more than one obje t or relation in the represented world. This would be potentially highly
onfusing, and is a lear violation of the Gri ean ooperative prin iple whi h, in its detailed
form, requires that ontributions be neither ambiguous nor obs ure. Furthermore, it is in fa t
harder to on eive of a violation of the property of lu idity than of the other three properties
examined here. This an be seen by the fa t that while previous studies of diagrammati
ommuni ation have identi ed signi ant properties of diagrams whi h an be dire tly related
to soundness, la oni ity and ompleteness; no su h orrelation to lu idity exists.
As an example of the pe uliar nature of lu idity, onsider Kosslyn's manual for graph
design [13℄, a set of design \do's" and \dont's" presented from the perspe tive of prin iples
of per eption and ognition. In this manual, of 74 examples of `dont's' (generally supported
by orresponding `do's') in graph design, all of whi h may be des ribed in some way as
examples of non-isomorphi (and on o asion even non-homomorphi ) representations, it is
interesting to note that only 4 of these examples an be interpreted as, at least in part,
non-lu id representations. Figure 14 is an example of a non-lu id graph, based on that
of [13℄ p. 29. Here, in the left-hand don't graph, the relation relative value and the property
(unary relation) of absolute value are both aptured by the same representing relation areaof-graph. By ontrast, in the right-hand do graph the s ale has been removed and the labels
supplemented with numeri al values, thus providing a means of representing absolute value
whi h is distin t from the representation of relative value.
Lu idity may thus be viewed as a property of representational systems so eminently
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Figure 16: Non-isomorphi diagram of integer ordering.
desirable that it often assumed (as the ooperative prin iple implies) to be a given. A
system of representation should be a priori designed so as to (preferably learly) automati ally
distinguish between distin t obje ts and relations in any given representation. Choosing nonlu idity as a feature of a representational system is not a de ision that should be taken lightly,
and are must be taken to make su h a feature apparent to any user.
3.4

Sound diagrams

To be unsound, by our de nition, a representational system must be exible enough to
permit the onstru tion of a diagram whi h does not represent any possible world. That
is, a representational system whi h permitted onstru tion of valid, well-formed and yet
in onsistent representations. Our example system for representing the less-than relation
among sets of integers is one su h system, as the diagram in Figure 11 indi ated.
Consider, however, a se ond representation system for integer ordering, illustrated by
the diagram in Figure 15. In this diagram the less-than relation is represented by left-of.
The relation left-of is isomorphi in properties to the less-than relation, being irre exive,
anti-symmetri and transitive. We follow Palmer [21℄ in referring to su h isomorphisms as
intrinsi representations, although they have also been termed higher-order homomorphisms
by Barwise and Et hemendy [2℄ and se ond-order isomorphisms by Shepard [24℄.
Note that representing a relation su h as less-than by an isomorphi relation su h as
left-of does not by itself guarantee that every representation whi h an be so onstru ted is
an isomorphism. For example, while the diagram of Figure 15 is an isomorphism, not every
diagram onstru ted from this representational system need be so. Consider the diagram of
Figure 16, onstru ted by the same representational system. In this diagram neither of the
squares labelled B and C is left of the other. Thus neither integer represented by these two
squares is less than the other. Assuming that this representational system illustrated here
is homomorphi then the only possible interpretation is that the squares labelled B and C
represent the same integer. Alternatively, the diagram ould be seen as in omplete, and thus
non-isomorphi , if verti al layout (not spe i ed in semanti s, but potentially a `se ondary
notation') aptured partial information: that the ordering of B and C was unknown. This
example illustrates that the representational system used here is not ne essarily la oni , as
diagrams an be drawn in whi h one obje t in the world is represented by more than one
obje t in the diagram. Thus while ertain diagrams onstru ted using this representational
system may be isomorphisms, the system is not isomorphi in all ases.
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Figure 17: Diagram with redundan y
Stenning et al distinguish between those representational systems where su h onstraints
are inherent with those where su h onstraints must be expli itly imposed, terming the former
self- onsistent systems. For example, the above representation system is learly not selfonsistent. By ontrast the representation system illustrated by Figure 15 and 16 is selfonsistent. In general, however, it is doubtful that, for anything other than a relatively
simple system, su h onstraints will be totally intrinsi .
Where a representational system su h as that illustrated by Figure 15 may produ e nonisomorphi diagrams su h as in Figure 16, this potential for non-isomorphism must be removed by external onstraints. In this ase, where the representation system is (in a sense)
too expressive, external onstraints over the representation system ould spe ify that su h diagrams are invalid, or \bad" diagrams. Su h external onstraints may typi ally be explained
as being motivated by pragmati onsiderations; spe i ally the avoidan e of false, or true
yet super uous, information.
3.5

La oni

diagrams

To state that the mapping of obje ts in a diagram to orresponding obje ts in the represented
world is la oni , is to imply that distin t obje ts in the diagram refer to distin t obje ts in
the represented world. This property, typi ally referred to as i on identity, very often holds
of diagrams. Indeed, in the seminal work of Larkin and Simon [14℄ it is taken as one of the
major de ning hara teristi s whi h di erentiates diagrammati from textual representations.
Diagrams are typi ally token-referential systems, whereas texts are typi ally token referential.
In token referential systems di erent tokens of the same type will refer to distin t obje ts
whereas in type referential systems di erent tokens of the same name-type refer to the same
obje t(following Stenning et al [29℄). For example, most textual representations are type
referential; so that, in a senten e, multiple o urren es of the name-token \Edinburgh" refer
equally to the same obje t (the apital of S otland).
For the mapping from relations in the diagram to relations in the world not to be inje tive
there must be some relation in the world whi h is represented more than on e in the diagram.
Thus some aspe t of the diagram would be redundant. Marks and Reiter [16℄ laim that su h
redundan y is ne essary in ertain ases to enfor e the orre t interpretation of ertain relations in the diagram as meaningful. This is o ered as a potential solution to the problems
of ensuring soundness of relations-sets whi h were aused by the multitude of potential relations in diagrams that were not a part of the designer's intent. Figure 17 illustrates su h an
approa h where the less-than relation among integers is represented both by the transitive
losure of is-arrow- onne ted and by is-smaller-than. Naturally su h a deliberate redundan y
must be used with aution to avoid over-emphasising some relation and ausing the reader
to infer that some further relation must exist (i.e. too strong an emphasis may ause exa tly
that problem whi h it was intended to ure).
Examining the example (not presented here) ited by Marks and Reiter, in support of their
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laim that su h redundan y is ne essary, it an be seen that rather than using redundan y
to emphasise the relevant graphi al relations they are in fa t e e tively using normalisation
of irrelevant graphi al relations to suppress them. This suppression of irrelevant relations is
a parti ular issue of diagrams pre isely be ause diagrams are typi ally overly-spe i in their
representation of information. More information than is stri tly ne essary for the task at
hand is typi ally supplied. For example, where the representation of a triangle is alled for, a
sentential representation an merely introdu e us to \a triangle", and not suggest any further
information regarding its properties. A diagram in whi h a triangle is drawn, however, ne essarily will spe ify whether this triangle is equilateral, right-angled, or otherwise. A ording
to Gri e's ooperative prin iple, apparent relations will be interpreted as meaningful (su h
as the apparent ordering between symbols in Marks and Reiter's example of Figure 7), as
will apparent irregularities (su h as those in Marks and Reiter's example of Figure 8). It is
by putting extra emphasis on only those relations whi h are relevant to the task at hand,
and by normalising the irrelevant relations, we argue, that a diagrammati system avoids the
possibility of erroneous interpretations of relevan e.
3.6

Complete diagrams

Ensuring ompleteness in the representation of obje ts amounts to ensuring that every (relevant) obje t in the represented world appears in the diagram. In ertain ases this may be a
property whi h is intrinsi to a given diagrammati system, although it is diÆ ult to see how
this might be true in general. What is ertainly true, however, is that in a ordan e with the
detailed a ount of Gri e's ooperative prin iple (spe i ally, that all ne essary information
is in luded) most diagram designers should attempt to ensure ompleteness of obje ts, as
most readers would typi ally assume this to be true.
For relations in the diagram to be in omplete, there must be relations in the world whi h
are not represented in the diagram. Without doubt this is often the ase. However, when
assessing isomorphism with respe t to a given task { and domain { ompleteness be omes
a matter of assessing whether every relation deemed relevant to the task is in luded in the
diagram. Thus in our example system whi h represents the less-than relation over sets of
integers we do not represent properties su h as is-even and is-odd, nor do we represent
relations su h as is-a-multiple-of. These properties (unary relations) and relations exist in
the world but are not part of the intent of the diagram and thus not represented.
The de ision of whi h relations in the world are relevant is one made by the designer of
the notation. In pra ti e, however, relations not onsidered relevant by the designer may be
important to users of a representation system. Uses of semanti ally unspe i ed diagrammati
features are, in this ase, an example of obje ts or (more ommonly) relations not deemed
relevant by the designer(s) of a representational system but whi h are deemed relevant by
the users of that system. For example, the spatial grouping of related obje ts exhibited by
expert users of CAD-E systems [23℄, or of visual programming environments [22℄.
In our node-and-link diagrams for integers we also have not made use of spatial layout and
thus a diagram su h as that of Figure 18, while sound, may ontain additional information
(both by virtue of spatial grouping and symmetry of groups). For example, we hoose an
interpretation of this diagram where the squares labelled A, B, C and D represent the integers
5, 6, 130 and 131 respe tively. While the arrows alone annot help to represent the fa t that
these four integers fall naturally into two groups of \ lose" integer-pairs, this information has
been represented in Figure 18 by exploiting a spatial relation (length of arrow) as arrying
a pragmati impli ature. In the ase of established representation systems su h pragmati
features form part of the domain knowledge exploited by experien ed users.
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C

B

D

Figure 18: Diagram with meaningful spatial grouping

4 Summary and on lusions
This paper has investigated the issues on erned in determining what makes for e e tive
diagrammati ommuni ation. Given that, as yet, there does not exist the fully edged
foundation to a theory of diagrammati ommuni ation whi h su h an investigation requires,
the rst step has been to sket h out the omponent issues of su h a theory. Se ondly, a
framework in whi h to explore properties of representations, and properties of the relation
between representations and that whi h they represent, has been reviewed. The aims of this
paper have been a hieved, we hope, by relating the issues whi h determine the e e tiveness
of representations, to this framework for exploration, in the ontext of the sket hed theory.
As has been suggested, the study of systems of ommuni ation may be divided into three
parts: syntax, semanti s and pragmati s. An analogy of the resulting tri-partite study of textual (written) ommuni ation provides a useful starting point for sket hing out the issues in a
theory of diagrammati ommuni ation. Examining the similarities and di eren es whi h this
analogy highlights has permitted us to lay out the issues whi h make up a theory of diagrammati ommuni ation into similar synta ti , semanti and pragmati omponents. Previous
exploration of these omponents has suggested that the e e tiveness of a system of representation is determined by the onstraints whi h govern its interpretation. Spe i ally, there
are three dimensions of onstraints whi h are: their origin (whether intrinsi to the system or
externally imposed); their point of operation (whether at the level of spe i representations
or at a meta-systemi level); and their availability to the human reader/reasoner.
We have argued that a signi ant determinant of e e tiveness in representational systems
is the degree of loseness of mat h of stru ture and properties in a representation to that whi h
it represents. We have furthermore related a framework whi h permits exploration of this
loseness of mat h to the on epts of onstraints over interpretation, in the ontext of our
diagrammati theory. Examining the impli ations of su h an exploration in the ontext of a
theory of diagrammati ommuni ation has enabled us to link together a number of previous
studies and show how they pertain to the assessment of e e tiveness. In parti ular, our
exploration of the properties of lu idity, soundness, la oni ity and ompleteness has related
studies of the e e tiveness of diagrams when viewed as analogi al representations (intrinsi
systemati ity, in our framework); and studies from the perspe tive of per eptual and ognitive
properties of diagrams, su h as i on-identity and the expert usage of pragmati features.
Finally, we note that we have not, at any great length, dis ussed the third onstraint
upon interpretation whi h determines e e tiveness: that of the availability of properties of
diagrammati representations to the human reader/reasoner. Availability is learly signi antly determined by the onstraints of origin and point of operation, and thus its impa t
upon e e tiveness is to a ertain extent indire tly determined by the impa t of these previous two onstraints. However, availability is also substantially determined by per eptual and
other ognitive issues, thus the story related here is as yet in omplete. Work remains to be
done in both eshing out the details of the theory of diagrammati ommuni ation sket hed
here; and in exploring what impa t the availability of properties of diagrams has in ompleting
our a ount of the issues whi h pertain to e e tiveness in diagrammati representations.
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